Sueoka and Lobry declared respectively that, in the absence of bias between the two DNA strands for mutation and selection, the base composition within each strand should be A=T and C=G (this state is called Parity Rule type 2, PR2). However, the genome sequences of many bacteria, vertebrates and viruses showed asymmetries in base composition and gene direction. To determine the relationship of base composition skews with replication orientation, gene function, codon usage biases and phylogenetic evolution, in this paper a program called DNAskew was developed for the statistical analysis of strand asymmetry and codon composition bias in the DNA sequence. In addition, the program can also be used to predict the replication boundaries of genome sequences. The method builds on the fact that there are compositional asymmetries between the leading and the lagging strand for replication. DNAskew was written in Perl script language and implemented on the LINUX operating system. It works quickly with annotated or unannotated sequences in GBFF (GenBank flatfile) or fasta format. The source code is freely available for academic use at http://www.epizooty.com/pub/stat/DNAskew.
In 1950, Chargaff [1] experimentally determined A=T and G=C equimolar frequencies when analyzing both DNA strands together. Three years later, Watson et al. [2] determined the DNA secondary structure and stated the basepairing rules that explain such frequencies. More surprisingly, these equalities were still observed within each strand by Lin et al. [3] in 1967. In 1995, Sueoka [4] and Lobry [5] declared respectively that, in the absence of bias between the two DNA strands for mutation and selection, the base composition within each strand should be such that A=T and C=G (this state is called Parity Rule type 2, PR2).
However, the genome sequences of many prokaryotes [6] (bacteria [7, 8] ), viruses [8] , vertebrates [9] , mitochondria [10] and chloroplast [11] have revealed asymmetries in base composition. Interestingly, all genomes present the same asymmetry, G is relatively more abundant than C in the genes coded in the leading strand and less abundant in the genes coded in the lagging strand, which is frequently accompanied by a larger abundance of T over A in the leading strand [12] . In most bacteria, more genes are coded from the leading strand than from the lagging strand [13] . Strand compositional asymmetry may be related to replication orientation, signal sequences, transcription mechanisms, codon usage biases, gene function, expression level and mutational rates [8] .
On the other hand, it is well established that base composition and codon usage vary greatly among organisms. For example, the genomic G+C content of prokaryotes ranges from 0.25 to 0.75 [14] . Similarly, codon usage in vertebrate genomes reflects the base composition of the local isochore, where the G+C content may vary from 0.3 to 0.65 [15] .
In this study, a new program called DNAskew was developed for the statistical analysis of strand asymmetry and codon composition bias in the DNA sequence. What's more, according to the fact that there are compositional asymmetries between the leading and the lagging strand for replication, the program could also be used in predicting the replication boundaries of genome sequences.
strand of the genome, the replication boundaries were defined as the extremes of the integrated curves.
Input and output
The input sequence file can be in fasta or GBFF (GenBank flatfile) format. The output file format is plain text. The text file with tab delimiter can be easily imported into softwares like Microsoft Excel or Access.
Implementation
As DNAskew is intented for use on LINUX systems, all options to the program are provided through a command line interface. Thus, to perform the statistical analysis of base asymmetry in a given sequence by using default parameters, the command line would be:
dnaskew seq_file where seq_file is the name of the file containing the sequence to be analyzed.
Applications and Examples
Considering the implementation speed of the program, the trinucleotide frequencies which make analysis complicated and time-consuming are not computed by default. The completely processing of statistical analysis by DNAskew takes less than 1 s on PC (IBM compatible personal computer, Intel Pentium 4 Processor) for a sequence of 4.6 M bp.
To test DNAskew for statistical analysis of base com- 
Methods, Algorithms and Implementation
DNAskew was written in Perl script language. Perl makes particularly good use of regular expressions, which are useful when programming biological data such as sequence, or GenBank, PDB, and BLAST files [16] . In Perl, regular expressions are used as pattern-matching specifiers, as follows:
while ($seq=~/AT/g) { $count ++; } where AT denotes the dinucleotide--A p T.
Formula
According to Lobry's definition [7] , the AT and GC skew of a given sequence were defined as Formula (1):
The relative abundance of dinucleotides [10] was defined as Formula (2): where f XY denotes the observed frequency of the dinucleotide X p Y and f X denotes the observed frequency of nucleotide X.
Statistical analysis of genome sequences by DNAskew
In a given DNA sequence, we computed mononucleotide frequencies, relative abundance of dinucleotides, trinucleotide frequencies and G+C contents of the whole genome sequence. Then, variations in base skew along sequences were studied using a non-overlapping moving window and plotting these indices of base skew: ATS, GCS, ρXY, and so on. The size of slide window depended on the genome length, which would be 1 kb, 5 kb, 10 kb, 20 kb, 50 kb and 100 kb.
After the genome sequence had been annotated, the program could compute the frequencies of mononucleotide and G+C contents in each of the three codon positions of the codon space, for all or each coding sequence. In addition, the bias of codon usage and gene distribution could also be calculated by DNAskew.
The primary statistical parameters of DNAskew were described in Table 1 .
Identifying origins of replication by AT/GC skew
After the identification of the genomes presenting a significant strand bias by linear discriminant analysis, the cumulative AT and GC skews with non-overlapping 1 kb (this parameter may be adjusted) windows could be used to identify the origin and terminus position of replication. The cumulative GC and AT skews are plotted along one strand of the genome (The size of slide window is 50 kb). The origin of replication is predicted at the minimum GC skew value while the terminus is predicted at the maximum GC skew value.
position asymmetry and prediction of replication boundaries, we chose the bacterial chromosomes and several large viral genomes, the origin of which had been experimentally determined. For the bacterial chromosome, the complete genome sequence of Escherichia coli [18] (Escherichia coli K-12, accession number NC_000913) was taken as an illustrative instance. DNAskew analyzed the relative abundance of 16 dinucleotides [ Fig. 1(A) ]. The frequency of a dinucleotide in the E. coli genome is very similar to that of the inverted complementary dinucleotide, such as T p T and A p A, impling that each particular dinucleotide may occur with a equal frequency in both strands. G p C and C p G overrepresentations occur in the E. coli genome, with dinucleotide abundances greater than 1.1. To save the paper, other stistical results are not presented here. The replication origin and terminus were located at the minimum and maximum of the cumulative GCS values by the program [ Fig.1(B) ], which is consistent with the boundary of replication reported by Marsh et al. [19] .
For a large viral genome, the sequence of human cytomegalovirus (HCMV, accession number NC_001347) was taken as an illustrative instance. DNAskew analyzed the G+C contents for all and each of the three positions of the coding sequences [ Fig. 2(A) ]. The G+C contents in second codon position are almost all under the G+C contents of the whole coding sequence, while the G+C contents in third codon position are over the G+C contents of the whole coding sequence. It should be noticed that the G+C contents have pronounced waves nearby some coding regions. For the same reason, other statistical results are not presented here. The origin of replication was located near 93 kb in HCMV by this program [ Fig. 2(B) ], which coincides with the lytic origin of replication (oriL) reported by Prichard et al. [20] .
The program also succeeded in locating the origin of Bacillus subtilis, Mycoplasma genitalium, human herpesvirus 6, human herpesvirus 7, chimpanzee cytomegalovirus and some other genomes. More illustrations for the outputs of the DNAskew program can be found at the supplementary information site.
Discussion
Bioinformatics needs statistical thinking as pointed out recently by Vingron [21] . Althrough various statistical analyses have been made on the base composition and codon usage. However, there were no programs of biological software to analyze base composition asymmetry in the DNA sequence. DNAskew has been developed in this study for the all-around statistical analysis of strand asymmetry and codon composition bias in the DNA sequence.
Since the program can use the genome sequences that have been annotated to calculate base skews in the three codon positions of the codon space, codon usage bias and gene skew between the leading and the lagging strand, these results are more accurate than those obtained by utilizing the predicted coding equences. Furthermore, DNAskew studied variations in base skew along sequence using a non-overlapping moving window and plotting these indices, it makes the analysis of base skew more sensible.
Grigoriev [22] introduced the concept of cumulative skew, in which CG skew values adjacent windows along the entire genomic sequence are consecutively summed and graphed. In these cumulative skew diagrams, the origin and terminus of replication of bacterial chromosomes could be sensitively detected as the loci that correspond to the global minimum and maximum values of cumulative skew. Based on similar method, DNAskew can also predict the replication boundaries of genome sequences.
In order to make the program easy to be applied on the newly sequenced genomes that are un-annotated, DNAskew can also use the genome sequences in fasta format. There are three conditions when DNAskew was used to predict the origin and terminus position of replication: (1) the sequence of genome should be doublestranded DNA, (2) the length of genome sequence should be more than 10 kb, (3) cumulative AT and GC skews have extremities in the integrated curves. DNAskew is not suited for the prediction of replication boundaries when these conditions are not fulfilled, or when the strand asymmetry is too weak with respect to the amount of available data to generate a clear signal.
To investigate the applicability in the prediction of replication origin, we have studied 15 complete bacterial chromosomes and 47 large viral genomes ( data not shown ). For all the 15 bacterial genomes, the plots exhibit clear extremities in GC cumulative skew curves nearly coinciding with the known and putative ori/ter sites in each case. For the 47 large viral genomes including 30 herpesvirus and 17 poxvirus genomes with genome size varying from 100 kb to 300 kb, the GC cumulative diagrams have extremities in 13 herpesvirus genomes and 12 poxvirus genomes. 13 minimums among the extremes located at or near the known replication origins, the others may be near the potential replication origins ( the replication origins have not been determined ). It should be noticed that all the 8 herpesvirus genomes of betaherpesvirinae, which only have one lytic origin of replication, show clear extremes in GC cumulative curves. However, the herpesvirus genomes of alphaherpesvirinae with more than one replication origin, such as human herpesvirus 2 and bovine herpesvirus 1, do not exhibit clear extremes in GC cumulative skew diagrams.
Therefore, DNAskew was primarily developed for the detection of replication boundaries in prokaryotes with DNA replicating bi-directionally from a single origin. When the genome has more than one replication origin, the predicted result of replication boundaries may be incorrect.
Picardeau et al. [23] mapped the replication origins of the linear and circular plasmids of Borrelia burgdorferi where a pronounced switch in CG skew occurs. However, DNAskew is not only able to predict the origin of bacterial chromosomes and large viral genomes, but also the origin of mitochondrial genomes, chloroplast genomes and plasmids.
